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TCI Renewables is developing a
taste for some construction risk
Pure-play developer TCI
Renewables is mulling
expanding into turnkey
development in order to
woo regional and investorowned utility business.
“Going forward we’re
not ruling out modifying
our model a little bit to
operate in the build-to-own
transfer space,” said TCI’s
North American operations
director Brett O’Connor.
“The customers that
want build-to-own
transfers are regional
co-op utilities or investor
utilities, and there’s
potentially better value
upside in taking some
construction risk than
there is in selling out
the project prior to
construction.”
The UK-based developer

has a 14-project US
pipeline with around
2000MW of capacity.
Farthest along is the
100MW Ellerth farm
in Marshall County,
Minnesota; 70MW Crown
City in Cortland County,
New York; and 80MW
to 100MW Crawford in
Crawford County, Ohio.
It is actively shopping
for a strategic partner
to help with Ellerth’s
development but seeing it
through to commissioning
is a possibility, and indeed
TCI is well on its way to
confirming transmission
capacity.
“We see (build-to-own
transfers) as a good area
for companies such as
ourselves, relatively robust
pure-play developers,”

Wisconsin finds way
past power deal row

Wisconsin regulators
have given the green light
to We Energies’ 207MW
Glacier Hills Wind Park
but flashed a yield sign at
Invenergy.
The Public Service
Commission authorized
the Milwaukee utility’s
Glacier Hills plans, setting
the stage for construction
to start sometime in the
second quarter.
Turbine selection has yet
to be finalized but We has
signed a conditional deal
with Vestas to use 90 V90
1.8MW machines.
At the same time, the
commissioners rejected
a proposal by Invenergy
that would have forced
We to buy power from
the developer’s planned
150MW Ledge View wind
farm in Brown County.
Invenergy said it will
proceed with Ledge despite
the decision. “The utilities

in Wisconsin, including
We Energies, will have
substantial needs for
additional renewable
energy resources in
the future (and) we are
confident that the Ledge
wind project will help to
satisfy those needs,” said
Mark Leaman, a senior VP
at Invenergy.
The company did
claim victory for the
PSC’s decision to require
We to use competitive
procurement with
independent thirdparty evaluators for its
future renewable energy
purchasing.
“This process clearly
demonstrated the need for
a competitive procurement
rule for new generating
resources in Wisconsin,”
Leaman said.
Construction at Ledge is
expected to start early next
year.
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US Windforce has won
regulatory approval to
anticipates applying later
O’Connor said. “We’re not
build its 55MW Pinnacle
this year.
a mom-and-pop show,
wind farm in Mineral
Earlier-stage projects
we’ve got a pretty good
County, West Virginia.
are under development
resource space and can
The project, under
in Michigan, Colorado,
take on a little more than
development since 2002,
Wyoming and California.
your smaller pure-play
will feature 23 Mitsubishi
TCI is especially active
developer typically can,” he
2.4MW turbines.
in securing land rights in
added.
Construction is expected
Colorado’s Sedgwick and
Development of Crown
to start by late summer.
Yuma counties.
City, meanwhile, is in
Renewable energy
The projects there and
a holding pattern until
credits for Pinnacle
in Wyoming, however,
natural gas prices start to
output have already been
hinge largely on planned
climb.
sold to the University of
transmission, namely
TCI has its state
Maryland. US Windforce
the High Plains Express
environmental permit
is also negotiating an
application ready to submit and Wyoming-Colorado
RECs sale to coated-paper
Intertie.
but is sitting on it for the
company NewPage,
Last month, TCI sold two which has leased out part
time being.
greenfield Ontario projects of the project land.
The Crawford farm,
to NextEra: the 70MW
along with another in
Adelaide and 125MW
Ohio near Lake Erie, has
NextEra Energy has
Nanticoke. Construction
yet to apply through the
become the first US
is scheduled to commence
state Power Siting Board,
wind developer to create
this year and spill over into Verified Emission
a process expected to take
2011.
up to nine months. TCI
Reductions, credits
recognized through the
Arizona hybrid International Emissions
Trading Association’s
clear to take off Voluntary Carbon
Standard protocol.
Western Wind Energy has
The credits will be
cleared the final hurdle on
sold into the voluntary
the road to developing its
carbon credit market and
combined wind and solar
energy project in Kingman, sourced from NextEra’s
662.5MW Capricorn
Arizona, after the Federal
Ridge Wind Energy
Aviation Authority
Center in Sterling and
approved the project’s 15
Coke counties, Texas.
turbine locations.
Auditing firm First
The developer owns
Environment will verify
the rezoned land and has
Dorazio for Duke signed a 20-year power
the Capricorn credits.
Duke Energy has hired
purchase agreement
Tony Dorazio (above) as
Vermont-based Reunion
with Unisource/Tucson
senior VP for wind energy
Power has bought Noble
Electric Power, said Chris
development, a newly
Environmental Power’s
Thompson, spokesman
created position.
50MW Grandpa’s Knob
for the Vancouver, British
Dorazio was chief
Columbia-based company. wind project, an early
operations officer at
stage farm in Rutland
While the project is just
Tessera Solar North
County, Vermont. Terms
11MW, Western Wind
America, a unit of Ireland’s plans to develop a larger
of the purchase were not
NTR, since August.
joint wind and solar energy disclosed.
Before that he was BP
scheme on an adjoining
Alternative Energy’s VP
United Technologies
site owned by the Bureau
of wind development for
Corporation has closed
of Land Management.
the US, Europe and Asia,
its deal to acquire a
The company is in
and VP of operations for
49.5% stake in Clipper
the process of securing
Vestas’ American Wind
Windpower. The
financing and selecting
Technology group.
investment is worth
turbine and solar panel
approximately $270m.
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